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ABSTRACT

HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION FOR RURAL YOUTH
by

Dr. Noble J. Gividan
District Superintendent of Schools

of
First District; West 11 oWestchester County

The 1944 White House Conference on Rural Education was a benchmark from which
progress was gauged in the 1954 National Conference on Rural Education. The sec-
ond point of the ten-point diameter designed by the 1944 Conference stated,

"Every rural child has the right to a satisfactory, modern secondary educa-
tion.--This education should assure the youth continued progress in his gen-
eral, physical, social, civic and cultural development begun in the elemen-
tary school, and provide initial training for farming or other occupations
and an open door to college and the professions." 1/

If "progress in intellectual, development" were added to the above statement
it would still be the benchmark from which gains on the rural high school front
should be judged.

There has been considerable progress in school district reorganization,
teachers' salaries, transportationl the educational attainment of rural adults,
and in development of the intermediate unit. There is still much to be done a-
bout school mergers, teacher improvement, the problems of the disadvantaged. groups

- but the primary problem of secondary education in rural areas is curricular
improvement of the small high school (under 300 students in grades 9-12).

While continued attention to school district reorganization is needed, too
many states have allowed their merger programs to be the (212: approach, to the im-
provement of rural secondary education. Except for those schools fortunate enough
to be significantly influenced by the Catskill Area Project in Small School De-
sign, The Rocky Mountain Area Project, The Texas Small Schools Project and the
Western States Small Schools Project, most small high schools will continue to
have woefully weak educational programs.

Mere are the remote "necessarily-existent" schools numbering in the thou-
sands, there are the newer schools serving newly reorganized school districts
(they are larger than the two or more separate schools which formerly served the
area, but still small), and there are the small schools within county unit systems
as well as in independent districts which should be merged with neighboring atten-
dance areas of school districts. Wherever they are and whatever their status,
they now serve youth who deserve to be served. better.

Significant improvement in the small school primarily depends upon the adop-
tion of the new "project" program designs, a return to community school emphasis,
and continued improvement in the leadership at the intermediate and county unit
level. Especially promising for small school improvement is the technological
revolution possible in education.



The First White House Conference on Rural Education in 1944 developed a"Charter of Education for Rural Children." The Conference referred to the pointsof the charter as the rights of the rural child ". . .because they are the rightsof every child regardless of race, or color, or situation, wherever he may liveunder the flag of the United States of America."1/ The second point of the ten-point charter stated,

"Every rural child has the right to a, satisfactory, modern secondaryeducation. -- This education should assure the youth continued progressin his general, physical, social, civic and cultural development begunin the elementary school, and provide initial training for farming orother occupations and an open door to college and the professions."2/

If the charter were written today it would undoubtedly be the same as itwas in 1944 with one exception -- included in the above-mentioned quote would be"progress in intellectual development." With that addition the 1944 charterbecomes a benchmark from which progress in modern rural education should bejudged. The assessment of the 1954 National Conference on Rural Education 3/was that considerable gains had been made on several fronts, notably school districtreorganization, teachers' salaries, expansion and improvement of school transporta-tion, there was some improvement in the financing of rural schools, and there wasa 50 percent increase in the educational attainment of rural people as measuredby the number who had completed a high school education. Significant among adhieve.,meats was improved development of the intermediate unit. Significant among themany remaining problems was school district reorganization, small high schoolprogram narrowness, teacher inadequacies and the educational problems of dis-advantaged groups -- primarily among Negroes in the rural South and the.Spanish-American and Negro migrant workers.

One generalization which could well be used as current assessment of ruraleducation is the 1962 UNESCO comment on rural education in the United States.

"The most outstanding feature of rural education in the United
States from 1958-1962 has continued to be the reduction in the totalnumber of schools in rural areas and the corresponding increase inthe average size of rural schools brought about by the formation.ofnew redistricts, centralization, and other forms of merger. The out-standing characteristic of the publications on rural education appear-ing in this period has been the focus on improvement in the quality ofthese schools, which, for various reasons, seem unlikely to be con-solidated with other schools to form larger units.

"Publications. . . .provide information on current trends concern-ing the use of new media ranging from simple machines to airbornetelevision, the development of small school building designs, the roleof community-school relations, development and utilization of newconcepts for work with adults in rural areas, and federally sponsoredco-operative research on the education of exceptional children inrural areas. thus, while the trend towards improving quality by en-larging schools in rural areas continues, the new (lning& in researchand publication is centered an .21,1121.n.a the small schools maintain andimprove their malitx." 4/



The story of secondary education in rural America is essentially the story
of the small high school. This paper provides background for consideration of
the small high school and suggests simply that improvement of rural education
involves continued progress in school district reorganization, radical improvement
of the small high school and marked improvement in leadership and services from
the intermediate and county unit of school organization. There is no attempt to
get into curriculum details because the programs of small schools are being
considered more directly in other papers.

PERSPECTIVE

An excellent review of forty years' (1920-1960) of literature on the small
high school was contained in Iwamoto's recent survey 5/ and from it were drawn
the following generalizations about the weaknesses of small high schools. Ten of
the eleven studies indicated that "the curriculum was poor or the offerings were
limited." Nine studies referred to teachers as "poorly trained or inexperienced."
Eight reported that the facilities in small high schools are "generally inferior";
seven reported "inadequate or inappropriate equipment." Two weaknesses listed
by six of the eleven studies were "heavy teaching loads" and "little or no effec-
tive supervision of teachers," "Inexperienced administration" or "poor leadership"
was named five times as was 'high costs." Two or more studies also mentioned
the following as weaknesses: "social sterility," "limited extra-curricular program,'
"underfinanced," "shortage of guidance and special services," "little teacher
specialization" and "low salaries."

Small high schools have long been regarded as poor schools because they en-
deavored to imitate large schools and they were judged by the extent to which
the imitation was successful. Until recently almost all efforts to improve
secondary education in rural areas and small communities were confined to the
elimination of the small high school. Too often the school district reorganization
program of a state has been its only program to help youth in small schools. Rural
areas are generally financially deprived areas and relatively limited local
resources have been available for education. This has been compensated for in
some states by a "sparsity" factor in state support which recognizes that local
sources Should be supplemented more in small schools than in large ones.

Small school leadership has generally been poor in terms of experience, formal
training, and tenure. And one who has looked at small schools for a long time .

could theorize that small school administration has not inspired eager and promising
men to stay where imitation was the goal and where well identified school board
members or other lay citizens have been anxious to compete with administrators
rather than to advise, appraise, and support them. Add poor administrative leader-
ship to these factors and the case is presented for the small school's lack of
success in attracting and holding promising teachers.

Until 1957 no organized and sustained effort of significant scale was mounted
to look creatively and plan unique approaches for the improvement of unique
institutions-- the small high school.

Finally, insufficient attention has been given to the development and use
of area agencies which could provide shared personnel and cooperative services
to small schools.
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It is somewhat paradoxical to talk about the small high schools in the UnitedStates as "unique
institutions" because they outnumber large schools. A majorityof the 2500 high schools existing in 1889 were small 6/ (they enrolled approximately203,000 students) and in 1960, 53% of the nation's 25,000 high schools (approxi-mately 12,000,000 students) enrolled fewer than 300 students in the top fourgrades, 9-12. Acceptance of Dr. Conant's classification for small high schools --those with fewer than 100 in the graduating class -- would raise the number ofsmall schools, to approximately two-thirds of the total.

THE STRUGGLE FOR COMPREHENSIVENESS

The fundamental problem in the educational format of the small high schoolrevolves about its "struggle for comprehenriveness."7/ The basic design of theBuell high school in America has changed little from the beginning of the centurydespite the influences which changed much of secondary education from narrowcollege-oriented institutions to modern comprehensive high schools.

The almost explosive expansion of secondary education was characterized, amongother things, by the establishment of many small high schools in rural America.They were created in the image of their older city cousins and in the traditionof the famous 1892-93 YEA Conmittee of Ten which assumed that preparation forlife and preparation for college are synonymous. 8/ But as the secondary schoolprograms of the country began to yield to the desires of the people the principalsof small high schools found It increasingly difficult to deploy the talents andenergies of a few teachers to match the instructional potential of larger staffs.With notable eNceptions the small high school has long been a -,oser in the strugglefor comprehensiveness. The efforts have generally been so unsuccessful thatgraduate schools and state education departments have coupled program meagernesswith inefficiency and customarily assumed that no small high school could be agood one without exorbitant expense and that the only cure was elimination ofsmall schools through consolidations.

Except for Robert Maynard Hutchins, members of the Council for Basic Educationand perhaps a few more crities of public education, the ideal of the comprehensivehigh school as the appropriate institution for American secondary education hasnot been abandoned.

"Since throughout most of our history secondary schools wereestablished while the co; unity was still small, one school to a com-munity became the rule. While it has not always provided a programwholly suitable to the yo4th of the community, the trend has beentoward offering a broader'and broader program. It has become a schoolcommitted to the education of all youth without segregation on thebasis of sex,socio-economic class, intelligence, or future vocationalor educational plans . . , This broad program . . . is not on outgrowthof modern or 'progressive' education. It is not an evil that has re-cently crept into our educational system and is about to subvert it. Itis instead the fruition of a long term trend that is almost as Americanas the Fourth of July.
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"Some of our critics look at this broad program and condemn it as
unnecessary; as catering to 'fads and frills'; as providing too many elec.!
tives and, therefore, permitting youth to escape from what are'supposed
to be the more rigorous subjects. They either do net recognize the
breadth of the educational needs and interests which the unselected
student-bodies of today's high schools possess or else they are willing
to see the needs and interests of an educational elite served while those
of other youth are neglected."9/

Such statements emphasize that a broad program is imperative in the American
high school. They do not deny the importance of general education, and most
small schools have provided the "college preparatory" program as general education.
But the unique organizational problems of small schools are related to program
breadth.

In 1893 the Committee of Ten 10/ recommended that 38 courses be taught in
the secondary school, 14 of the courses were in foreign languages. There were
no courses in non-academic subjects such as physical education, industrial or
technical training, business education, art or music. The need for program
breadth far exceeds that of 1893 because the high school is no longer selective
and the needs of youth today are more complex.

In 1953-54 a study of 21 small high schools in the foothills of the Catskill
Mountains in New York indicated that the median number of offerings pent school
was only 34. 11/ The schools ranged from 56 to 250 in 9-12 enrollment. Their
offerings were inadequate yet they were among the best financed and best staffed
small schools in the world. (The communities are relatively poor in terms of
local wealth but the support from state tax sources exceeds $600 per student.)
Brow much more inadequate are the offerings in other small schools throughout'
the country! A suburban school in Bedford, N. Y., offers over 120 different
courses to approximately 800 students and yet it sends 50 students daily to a
half-day program where an intermediate unit offers 14 more courses in vocational
and technical education. Should the opportunities for rural youth be less than
this? The staff resources available for a broad program diminishes much more
rapidly than the variety of needs of students when one goes from Bedford to the
Catskills.

Today some large high schools are trying new methods of organization (includ-
ing the school-within-a-school plan to obtain a "small school atmosphere ") but
most of them are still based upon the reconciliation of the needs for comprehen-
siveness with the time demands of the Carnegie Unit, and this organization relies
primarily upon the exposition and questioning a teacher can direct to groups
(classes) of students. This method of achieving comprehensiveness is too expensive
for. the small high school. Some effective adaptation to the needs of students and
communities represented by small high schcols has occurred in the fields of
vocational agriculture, vocational homemaking and business-education. There has
been effective, but infrequent use of correspondence courses in various fields.
But endeavors to increase the variety of learning opportunities has often resulted
in the adoption of eight-to-ten-period days for scheduling. The highly segmented
day in small schools is supposed to spread the talents of small staffs over more
courses, and short periods force "class-oriented" instruction and discourage
creative teaching in a school setting inherently geared to informality, to small
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group and individual learning. This inappropriate effort to imitate the largehigh school has been as damaging to small high schools as was the rural one-room
elementary school's acceptance of recommendations (by city superintendents) in
the 1890's that they be organized by grades. Dr. Frank W. Cyr, 12/ of Teachers
College, Columbia University, Tmuld say that small high schools need a new
design and he would probably add ". . .they should no more be judged by the same
design criteria of large high schocls than should an automobile be appraised by
criteria applying t^ trains."

COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

Until 1957 no significantly identifiable effort was made to improve the pro-
gram of small schools since the joint school-community endeavors reported by Olsen,
13/ Seay and others in the 1940's and 1950's. Much of the citizen interest and
participation in schools typical. of the 1950-1963 period sprang from the communityschool movement. But, the specific community school emphasis which held so much
promise for small school improvement in the 30's and 40's seems to have evaporated.
There were many glowing reports of specific school-community projects (predominantly
from the South) where the school aimed at improvement of the local community andthe human end material resources of the community enriched the school programs.
Joint study of community problems by youth and adults provided excellent opportunityfor observations, the development of objective evidence and sound judgment. The
close cooperation between school and community seemed best in small communities
where the identity of youth and adults alike encouraged the establishment of
mutually advantageous projects. The stories of the Sloane experiment in Kentucky,
the Buckingham (Virginia) cannery, Wilson Dam, Tennessee, Arthudale and Colloden,West Virginia, were great adventures in education and many small communities had
similar experiences. But affluence or television or the lack of sufficiently
inspired educators or the return to prominence of "academic excellence" and the
subject-matter curriculum in the minds of citizens and school people alikesome or all of these influences and others led to a failure to capitalize on fineexamples set in isolated small communities in America.

The professional staffs and the citizens interested in small school improve-
ment could resurrect great promise by finding ideas and suggestions in community
school literature. The small school administrator rust be expert at community
analysis and community leadership if the high school educational program is tobe expanded, particularly when curriculum change involves community study anddevelopment. Burton W. Kreitlow, in "Standards of School Organization in Relation
to the Cormmnity to be Served,"14/ pointed out that there ere still vast social
and cultural gaps among various rural communities and between rural and urbancommunities despite closer economic ties, better communication and greater inter-dependence. In a study which matched homogeneous and heterogeneous rural neighbor-hoods Kreitlow found that farm people in heterogeneous neighborhoods were consistentin favoring new ideas in education and they believe in a higher level of formal
education than do people in comparable homogeneous neighborhoods. The educatormust assess which has primacy ir. his tommunity -- decisions based upon cultural
tradition or those based upon educational objectives. Though the school adminis-trator can easily incur failure by trying to move too fast in changing the school
program and improving the community in homogeneous situations, more often than notour narrow school programs hove porn-tat-PA bees:m0 1-h0 adtaiaLotratAys; nas not tried
to raise expectations and enrich the learning setting. Community improvement --
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change -- is at the heart of the community school concept for rural schools.

Under "Characteristics of the Small School"15/ the Catskill Area Project
in Small School Design stated that "Human relations are basic" and "The school
is an integral part of the communi.y." ,The small school's strong identity with
the community it serves enhances cooperation. It must be exploited if the small
high school program is to avoid sterility.

THE "ALL-THE-EGGS-IN-ONE-BASKET" E_PROACH

But even in the hey day of.the community school, wity state departments of
education were too busy.with school district reorganization or lacked funds to
give adequate attention to both merger and small school improvement. The community
school approach was subordinate to the idea that school district reorganization
is the only way to handle the incurable weaknesses of the small high schools.

Nowhere was the general thinking about small high schools better illustrated
than in'Iowa in the late 1950's. The state was a national leader in reducing the
total number of school districts and in reducing the number of inadequately
programmed small high schools. Paradoxically, the mergers in Iowa created enlarged
districts called "community school districts," but the resources available for
education were sufficient only to create the districts and name them -- there
was little attention given to the special character of these still-small high
schools. No concerted effort was made to implement the community school concept
or dwell upon the possibility of exploiting potential strengths of smallness. The
advantages of reorganization were not sufficiently capitLlized in many new districts
and some state education department officials feared that improvement of small
schools would perpetuate those which were scheduled for reorganization.

There were no doubt many exceptions to the above generalization about Iowa,
but in varying degrees it typifies the plight of secondary education throughout
most states -- particularly where county units (Policy, financial and operational
control rest at the county level rather than at the local level.) do not exist.
The creation of school districts with greater potential inhuman and material
resources should be an obvious priority for state school systems, but the small
school problem has not been treated comprehensively. Two complaints are lodged
against the "all-the-eggs-in-one-basket" approach. (1.) Improvement in educational,
opportunities deserved by youth in "necessarily-existent" smell high schools
and youth who had no control over the perpetuation of other small high schools
has been neglected. (2.) Given the desirability of school district reorganization,
state legislatures have the power to achieve improved school district structure
through means other than threat of financial reprisal or discreditation means
which unfairly limit opportunity for youth in the small schools. West Virginia
(in 1933) created entirely new networks of local school districts overnight, thus
illustrating legislative power to achieve "state master plans" of local districts.
While this action may seem repugnant to those who cherish democratic action at
the local level, it is nevertheless difficult to defend a state's use of sanctions
against localities when it has the power to legislate the structural changes it
has agreed to seek.

-b
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Fortunately many states have worked out ways to stimulate intense lay partici-
pation in reorgaaization studies and the people--where there is good state, region-
al and local leadership--have acted responsibly by reducing the number of districts
in the United States from approximately 80,000 in 1952 to approximately 35,000 in
1962.

When the writer was a regional consultant for the Iowa State Department of
Public Instruction the need for school district reorganization was evidenced by
several small high schools which offered less than 30 courses. Some very small
schools offered as low as 12 courses. The tragic lack of opportunity was unreason-
ably expensive. Except for the wheels represented by lingl 11 4n T.bl° 1 (follow-
ing page) there was generally an inverse relationship between the cost of the educa-
tional program and its quality and range.

Illinois, Iowa, New York, Ohio, Washington and several other states have made
notable progress in reorganization bvt special mention is due Colorado because it
is a marked exception to the "all-the-eggs-in-one-basket" approach. While making
great progress in reducing the number os districts a vigorous project in small
school improvement has been in effect since 1957 involving cooperation between the
state department of education and the Fund for the Advancement of Education and the
Ford Foundation.

"NECESSARILY-EXISTENT" SMALL HIGH SCHOOLS

Perhaps this balanced progress was one of the influences which led the Fund
for the Advancement of Education to request Dr. Elbie Gann, Assistant Commissioner
of Education in Colorado, to make a 1960 survey to determine the extent of occur-
rence of "necessarily-existent" small high schools in the United States and to
assess the interest in and commitment to experimentation designed to improve them.

Dr. Gann contacted 35 states and visited 20. Most of them expressed interest
in developing proposals for small school improvement. Despite the following con-
tent of Dr. Gann's initial letter of contact, some states reflected a fear that
small school improvement efforts might perpetuate small schools not "necessarily-
existent."

"It is important to note that this project (the Rocky Mountain Area Project for
small high school improvement) has been operated as a complement to school dis-
trict reorganization and has served to facilitate it in several instances.
The Colorado State Department of Education's aggressive reorganization program
and the RMAP have operated at the same period of time. During the 3-year term,
the activities of reorganization have resulted in reduction of the numbers of
school districts to fewer than 1/2 of those which existed in September, 1957.
We have found that rural citizens, when they realize that the Department of Ed-
ucation is taking positive steps to assist the necessarily existent small high
school, have been more willing to-vote favorably for wise district organization
plans ."16/

For survey purposes Dr. Gann regarded small schools as those with less than
200 in the upper four grades. At the time of his survey approximately 8500 such
high schools existed out of a total of more than 25,000. Significantly, fourteen
of the states visited had a total of 5500 small high schools and state officials
reported 3600 of them to be necessarily existent. 17/

Thus, we have perhaps the best documentation to date for the necessity for
renewed attention to small high school improvement.
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TABLE 1

PUPIL TEACHER, RATIOS AND HIGH SCHOOL TUITION COSTS IN THE
745 DISTRICTS MAINTAINING APPROVED HIGH SCHOOLS

POR THE 1957-1958 SCHOOL YEAR*

These ar rua1 ,.nets computed for the 1957-1958 acbool year but ewe based
on costs for the preceding school year as provided by Sections 279.18 and 282.20,
Code of Iowa, 1954. These are actual costs and in some cases may exceed the max -
imum tuition rates as determined by the Department of Public Instruction in
accordance with Section 282.24.

Line
No.

High School
Enrollment

Nualmr
of

Districts

Average
High School
Pupil-Teacher

High School Ttition Costs
Grades 9.12 Inclusive

Ratios High Low 'Average

1 0.24 11 6.0 $1,169.22 $574.34 $786.17
2 25-49 135 9.4 1,067.71 305.60 587.97
3 50-74 146 11.2 968,00 277.03 545,13'
4 75.99 106 12.9 846.72 343.54 499.76
5 100-149 147 13.8 957.24 324.68 488.80'
6 150.199 58 15,3 695.99 292.14 474.27
7 200-299 60 16.0 639.90 323.75 451.80
8 300-399 35 18.4 562.88 282.42 432.48
9 400 -499 . 12 20,2 515.07 371.08 418.90

10 500-599 10 21.1 493,00 350.28 410.02.
11 600-above 25 22.2 681.76 318.00 452.53

Totals or
Averages 745 16.4 $1,169,22 $277.03 11512.71

PLEASE NOTE:: This study shows that'per-pupil costs tend to decrease as the
size of the school increases. An important factor, which is not shown in the
study, is that larger schools, since they make more efficient use of teachers,
invariably offer a broader and more comprehensive program for all the pupils.
Schools having an enrollment of 600 high school pupils and above usually pay
substantially higher salaries for teachers, which accounts for their slightly
higher costs.

*Educational Bulletin, Department of Public Instruction, State of Iowa,
January, 1958
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TEACHERS OF SMALL HIGH SCHOOLS

Iwamoto's article, "The Picture Brightens for the Small. High School,"281 in-
dicates that ". . .a few years ago small high schools. . were staffed. by teach-
ers who were younger, less experienced, and less well educated than teachers in
large schools. Further, these teachers received lower salaries, hsd. heavier teach-

loaas:1;,. Arui ?IAA merher rate of turnover tb.a.t their large-scb.00l colleagues"

In Iwamoto's survey for the NEA he found the following comparisons:

TABLE 2
Teacher Comparisms, 1960-61

Small High Schools
Item (less than 300 enrollment)

Median age 34

Percent of men teachers 60.3

Median age, men 31

Median age, women 43

Percent with Bachelor's degree 99

Percent with Master's degree 23

Median years' experience

Percent holding regular certificates

Percent teaching uncertificated subjects

Hours worked per week

Median salary

7.8

96

14

51

$11712

All
Schools

36

56.8

38

98

36

8.9

(1956) 95

(1956) 11.4

45

$5543

The differences in the table would appear more significant if the small
school sample had been removed. from the "all school" figures. This is true also
of percentages cited later with reference to ?principal s.

Teachers of small high schools rated themselves strongest in discipline,
knowledge of subject matter, ability to work with students in activities and abil-
ity to help students develop responsibility. They deemed. themselves less able to
handle brilliant or very slow students who are in classes with students of average
ability.

More than 40 percent of teachers of
fields in 1960-61, and 18 percent taught
six and one half percent of the teachers
75 percent taught four or more different
or more subjects.

small high schools taught in two subject

three or more subject fields. Ninety-
taught two or more subjects and more than
subjects. Eighteen percent taught six

_9..



Though the number of preparations the small school's teacher :lad vas EA at,his student load was relatively small. One teacher in eight taught fewer tha
50 students per day and less than one in five taught more than 125 students.
The median load for teachers in small high schools was 88 students per teacher.

Many teachers and others believe that the small student load compensat
bar the several preparations and many classes taught by the typical teacher in
the small school. The identity of each student and each teacher is great and
there is opportunity for them to know each other well. The word "opportunity"
is emphasized here because observation of many small schools has led the writer
to the opinion that the potential advantages of identity have not been pursued
in the majority of small schools. Even in some small schools where some creative
teachers have built small group and individuality into fertile learning settings,
many other teachers rely upon the pedantry of "class-oriented" lectures or
"question-answer-next-question" discussion. Like other characteristics of small-
ness, identity is not a strength unless appropriate use is made of it. Identity
in.small villages and rural areas can harm constructive education efforts or
other worthwhile community endeavors. Will the increased identity of invividuals
in the rural South enhance or retard desegregation efforts? Where will deseg-
regation proceed more smoothly or more vapidly - in Atlanta, or in remote rural
areas and small villages in Georgia where the white-negro ratio is approximately
the same? Is it more likely in small schools or large ones that the janitor,
or the first-grade teacher, or the school board cherk or the wife of the chairman
of the board of education has more influence on educational decisions than the
administrative leader or the corporate body of the board of education?

The small intimate community is natural setting for the development of
wonderful interpersonal relationships. It can also be a haven or refuge for
bigots or demigods who lack the confidence to succeed in more populous places
where their public visibility would be obscured. It can happen in the small
school unless the school and community are conscious of potential strengths
and eager to develop them constructively.

Recently, Ralph Bohrson, Coordinator of the Western States Small Schools
Project identified as an invalid ass ..tion that because of small numbers the
small school has inherent strengths.

"Teachers have only a few students, and since all personnel live in and
around the small community,the teacher automatically knows the strengths,
weaknesses, needs, interests, and potential life span of each student.
Because of this closeness, the small school achieves all the maneuveraba-
ity of the small family which can travel in one car, live out of one suit-
case, and by casual conversation and random discussion, solve all life's
problems.

"Of course, observation and study of the data belie these allegations.
The teacher frequently accepts without scrutiny his instantaneous insight
into the needs of each student and forgets to seak supporting evidence
from the files, the parents:, previous teachers, or his own orderly °beer-
vatans. The recent GreerAiarbeck study on high school programs supports
this by indicating the small enrollment school less likely to adjust the
number of credits and amount of academic subjects to the ability of the
student.



"For those who claim organizational flexibility as a strength, let's look
at the class schedules. A sample of the schedules of small high schools
a few years ago revealed little deviation from the classical checkerboard.
Standard length periods: carefully organized, positioned and labeled often
fit the psychological and administrative needs of the teachers and the
administrators. `'19

However, Bohrson claims that any failure of small schools to develop ap-
propriate learning settings for students is not primarily attributable to re-
latively poor teachers.

"I would here challenge those who have worked in a small school to show
me how teachers can be of low quality, an administration a good one, and
have the condition of low quality persist. Surely the principal and/or
the superintendent have some influence on the quality of the school and
its programs. If the above assumption were true 'that low quality comes
from unfit teachers in small schools,' I would propose the fastest way to
treat the problem would be to fire the administrator, who is usually re-
sponsible for the instructional program and cirriculum, and who recommends
hiring, retaining, or dismissing the faculty members of the school. Ac-
tually, in my judgment, based upon visiting, speaking, observing and in
coordinating programs for small schools, the per cent of dedicated, able,
resourceful, and intelligent teachers in these schools is as high as in
any other arbitrary grouping which we might analyse. But because the
critical point is the leadership, the commitment and hidden excellence of
the faculty are sometimes stifled or, at best, prevented from flourishing
by substandard administration. "20/

Thus Iwamoto, through a statistical research study for the NBA, and Ralph
Bohrson, through extensive observation of and opportunity to work with teachers
in small schools, support the contention that differences in the quality of
teachers in small and large schools are diminishing. New York State is a good
example where favorable salary and tenure legislation is helping small schools
hold good teachers. The beginning minimum salary in the state is $4400 and 10
salary increments of at least $200 each is mandated if the teacher continues
service in the same school system. If all the teachers in New York's small
schools were on minimum scale in 1961..62, the median salary would have been
approximately $6000 assuming an experience factor similar to the median exrer-
ience of teachers in small schools throughout the country, and Assuming none
of them has master's degreeo. Those with Master's degrees in New York are guar-
anteed $200 more. It would be interesting to see what influence this favorable
salary policy has on the immigration of teachers from other states. Observation
leads to the opinion that the influx from other states -- particularly the New
England States -- is great, the teachers are well-prepared and many have advanced
degrees.

But individual examples of good teachers in small schools will do little
to bring new design in programs unless there is excellent school leadership and
excellent consultative services. The spread of good practice will occur only
where there is community support for a changed program and wise leadership which
enlists the participation of all teachers in the planning and implementing.



Every teacher can improve, every teacher can learn something new in the use
of mechanical aide, new materials, new content. Every teacher can learn to
work with school aides and profit from good consultative service. Every
teacher can learn more about individual students.

A few years ago the coordinator of the Catskill Area Project in small School
Design contended that only Al excellent teacher could teach multiple ,lasses suc-
cessfully and he discouraged a project associate from encouraging apparently
poor teachers to start militqpit, But the wise associate said, "Why
should we not encourage them to change especially when they are apparently
not succeeding with present methods?" And, of course, good things happened.
The teacher who had previously dominated classes with lectures could no longer
do it. She had to let part of the multiple class work independently while the
worked with the rest of the student4. Sue teachers who may not have been class-
ified as talented according to traditional criteria found the new life exciting
and made great improvement in their effectiveness with students.

The small high school can be a wonderful place for staff and students if
the staff realizes that the strengths of smallness have to be sought out and
constructively exploited.

Iwamoto and Bohrson also provide background and Important information about
the administration of small high schools. Direct comparison of the former's
statistics to the latter's observation is inappropriate because the survey deals
with "principals of small high schools" whereas Bohrson discusses the "chief
administrators" of small schools. These persons are not always the same.

11
. . the typical principal of a small high school is a man 40 years old,

who has a Master's 'degree and 14 years of school experience. His work
week is 55 hours long, and he is paid $6,181 a year. His school enrolls
145 students and his staff includes nine classroom teachers, one part-time
librarian, one part-time secretary, and one full-time custodian. He has
no other assistants or school aides. He did not conduct inservice training
in 1960..61 but conducted a preschool workshop and called an orientation
meeting for his new teachers. He believes that the consolidation of his
high school with other schools would be wise and favors such action. The
nearest high school is 9.5 miles away, outside of his own school district,
and has an enrollment of 110 students. This picture of the median princi-
pal of small high schools is far better than what the writer expected.
Generally, the median principal of small high schools compared well with
the median 'principal of high schools in general.

"The median age of principals of small high schools, 40 years, is five
years younger than the median age of principals in all high schools, 45
years, but this difference is too small to be important.

"The percentage of principals of small high schools with master's degrees,
68 percent, ie smaller than for that of high.school principals in general,
81 percent, but the encouraging point is that in 1960, 42 percent of the
principals of small high schools went to school for which they received one
or more college credits, and 84 percent of the Master's degrees held by the
principals were obtained in the field of education, including school admin-
istration and secondary education.
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"Principals of small high schools had a median of 14 years of school ex-
perience. The average of such experience for high school principals in
general was 23 years . One point of concern is that may two of the
14 years accounted for experience as s pervisiog principal.

"The following characteristics of principals of small high schools did not
vary with size of small high schools, school accreditation, or pattern of
school organization: the median age, proportion of men and women princi-
pals, recency of training, years of experience, and the median hours or
work week.

"The following characteristics increased with school size: percentage of
principals with !4aster's degrees; median number of years of experience as
supervising principal; salaries paid; percentage of principals conducting
inservice training and preschool workshops; and the availability of assist-
ant principals, secretaries, custodians, and librarians."21/

One of Bohrson's main concerns is that, "The chief school administrator of
the small school is the only one who can really do anything about true improvs-
ment." And Bohrson claims that most small school administrators are not pro..
flcient in this task of school improvement.

"In every case which I've observed, where there is forward motion, a vig-
orous educational climate, and a spirit that school work can be a cambia-

.

atima of high adventure and contribution to mankind, there is an excellent
administration available. Where the opposite is true, there is an educa-
tional undertaker in charge. My observations and studies have demonstrated
to my satisfaction that there is an adequate supply of good teachers who
will do the job, if shown the way and given the incentive.

"But the supply of able leaders is woefully lacking. There are too few
good leaders and too many who worship at the temple of mediocrity."22/

No one would quarrel with the importance of excellent administration. And
leaders in rural education must heed the challenge for finding and developing
better administration in schools serving rural areas. Yet it seems a bit ins.
consistent to say that there is ". an adequate supply of good teachers who
will do the job, if shown the way and Riven the and to ignore the
possibility that the administrators in small schools might have the same oppor-
tunity for improvement ". * if shown the way and given the incentive."

School boards much share responsibility with the administrator when there
is insufficient clerical and secretarial assistance and when the administrator's
teaching duties relegate school leadership to secondary importance. Good lead .
ership demands more help and more time.

What about the reeducation and the stimulation of existing and oncoming
administrators? Where does such help exist for rural administrators? Prior
to 1957 it was practically non-existent. The Rural Department of the NBA did
a good job of encouraging administrative statesmanship for school district re-
organization and it went far beyond state depart meats of education in gathering,
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disseminating and providing references to literature on new practises in rural
education. But there was a dearth of new practice to write about and these ad-
ministrators and the teachers lacked appropriate guidance. Bit in 1957 some
highly significant projects were initiated. The Rocky Mountain Area Project in
Colorado and the Catskill Area Project in Small School Design were inaugurated
with the assistance of the Fund for the Advancement of Education. Professor
Frank W. Cyr, of Teachers College, Columbia University, and hi former student,
Dr. Elbie Gann, Assistant Commissioner of Education, in Colorado, were leaders

planning a new small school design which departs from imitation and recog-
nizes the uniqueness of smallness. No design in a dynamic setting should be
final, but there was effort to get small school educators to forsake program
rigidity and formality. "Flexibility in program is the key to small school
design. "23/

The Colorado and New York Projects each reflected design elements identi-
fied by Cyr, Gann and others. The elements of the Colorado Project grew from
the identification of rural school problems, and the Cat:AM Project first
identified the characteristics of the small school. Both projects experimented
with multiple-classes (one teacher working with two or differeat "classes" in
the same time), correspondence courses. flexible scheduling, and technological
devices and materials. The Catskill Project also used school aides (an aide
who helps more than one teacher) and (bared services whereas the Colorado Pro-
ject worked on small group techniques (grouping vi thin a single "class") and
uee of community resources. Both peejects developed programs for talented.
youth.

Of course the ideas in the projects were not absolutely new, but with the
exception of shared services and correspondence courses they had little visi-
bility among small rural schools and they two never had opportunity for the
development made possible through the suppoi provided by the Fund for the Ad-
vancement of Education. The Fund also spunsered the Goddard College program
where college students were sent to remote rural sahool3 to bring new opportun-
ities to them. Art, musie, physical education, foreigh languages and other
subjects where youth were without trained teachers were suddenly made available
to rural children and youth.

The subsequent development of the Texas Small Schools Project and the Wes-
tern States small Schools Project evidence the success of the endeavors initiated
in 1957 to help rural secondary education. Today there is far more material to
read, more schools to visit, more practice to observe for .the rural administrate
tors and teachers seeking ways to a new school deeign. The potential for im-
proving administration is greater than it was six years ago but it needs
further and better development.

Educational leadership for rural schools is not isolated to the local chief
school administrators. Some teacher education institutions shoulel specialize
on programs for teachers in small schools, at least a few graduate schools should
specialize to the preparation of administrators for rural schools. Consultative
services from state education departments should recognize the uniqueness of
smallness and learn how best to help rural schools. (An exauple: the Bureau
of Business and Distributive Education in the New York State Education Depart-
ment recently e 1962 published a booklet entitled, "Multiple -Class Teaching
Procedures Used in Small Group Experimental Business Education Classes.")
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But if drastic improvement is to be made in the administrators of small
schools two considerations are vital*

le Experimentation in small school improvement must continue and published
reports of the work must be more numerous. Though a great deal of mimeographed
and spirit-duplicated reports have been made by totaehArn And arimginietratore in
small schools, they need editing, large quantity printing and distribution and
es- most important they need to be vastly supplemented by special resources which
should emanate from at least one resource center for developing materials for
rural schools. Peedaps this could be the Rural Department of the NEA or the
U. S. Office of Education.

2. The combined leadership of the state education departments and the
intermediate or county units suet be much improved if substantial improvement
is to be made by local administrators. Chief administrators of local schools
need to share more than teachers and facilities they need to share ideas,
share responsibility for the improvement of education beyond the provincial
concept of the single district. They need opportunity to work with excellent
administration of an intermediate or county superintendency so that the resources
of the entire area can be properly used to supplement local programs. There
needs to be further study to find better ways to enhance cooperation among dies,
tricts and among administrators in these larger areas. If present intermediate
units are too small to provide needed services to local schools the units should
be merged and enlarged.

Even in the county unit systems (the structure which supposedly, has inherent
strengths for the promotion of efficiency and equality of educational opportunity,
and where all administrators are part of a single administrative unit) there are
obvious communication problems among schools. There is often lack of materials,
lack of supervisors, lack of clarity in joo definitions. (What is the relation»
ship of the county office supervisor to the building principal? Bow does the
counselor's relationship to the local principal differ from his relationship
to the county director of pupil personnel services?)

The substantial differencem which often exist from school to school are
not limited to the sosecalled "separate.hbut-equal" schools. The compromise be-
tween tradition-culture and desirable educational objectives mentioned by Kreit-
los= too often skewed heavily toward traditionseculture when attendance areas
are designed. In the opinion of this writer the calibre of local building grin-.
cipals and appointed county office personnel in the South is above that of the
county superintendents in those states where the county superintendent is elect-
ed and his educational qualifications are of less importance to the people than
his political .11e.`4. affiliation. (There are three "pure" county unit states
there all districts are county systems es- Florida, Nevada and West Virginia.
Maryland has one city district and Louisiana has three. The typical adminis-
trative unit in 10 other states in the Southeast is the county unit but the
units are more liberally interspersed with city systems. Most of these states
have popularly elected county superintendents, seven have elected state super-

intendents. )
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The comparison of quality is even more unfavorable to the elected inter.
mediate unit superintendent. The weakest intermediate units throughout the
Midwest are those where the county superintendents and the state superintendents
are still elected. (Sim Midwest states elect state superintendents or commis
sioneu of education by popular vote. Some of these states elect the interme-
diate » county - superintendents. So strong is the conviction that election
of education officials is wrong that the Wisconisn county superintendents drafted
and recommended legislation that the elective prneann 'mad fnr tIle4r ev selec.
tion be dropped in favor of board appointment.)

Give local administrators the assistance and incentive -. give them the
benefit of new materials, new resources for rural education and better leader-
ship at the state and intermediate or county level is- and a substantial number
will measure up to the demands of secondary education in rural America.

FACILITIES

Many of the rural high schools which were built prior to 1930 were rela-
tively poor structures with limited space within and limited grounds without.
The primary weaknesses in facilities related to libraries, science laboratories,
shops, office space, gymnasia and related facilities,lunch rooms and small play.
grounds. The small and inadequate facilities were often shared by elementary
and junior high school students in the same building. But the Public Works
Adminietration of the 30's and newrbuildiags demanded by school reorganizations
have greatly improved the facility situation for many rural high schools. Also,
the postewar affluence of farmers in the late 40's encouraged the passage of
bond issues which would have likely been defeated in other times. Thus, the
facility situation has improved -- but it is far short of the facilities needed
for a modern education.

There are four major reasons school building needs in many rural areas
are critical. (1.) There is still widespread need for school district reorgan-
ization and many needed new buildings cannot be financed unless the resources
of the potential new district are pooled. But reorganization does not guarantee
new and needed buildings. Even enlarged rural districts often have limited
resources for buildings. Sometimes, after a combination of local and state
leadership and pressure has resulted in the creation of a new district, the
district lacks the ability and/or the willingness to marshal the resources for
building. The writer knows of newly reorganized districts where bond issues
have been defeated several times just because the various parts of ghe new dis-
trict could not agree on the location of the school or upon the amount of money
it takes to house the new educational program properly. (2.) There are legis-
lative and regulatory provisions at the state level which prohibit buildings
where local financial resources are minimal or numbers of students to be enrolled
are small. (3.) There is drastic need for state and federal financial assist-
ance to assist local communities to erect needed school buildings. (4.) Even
where new buildings have been erected or approved by the voters, the designs are
too often not adapted to the uniqueness which should characterize modernized
programs in small high schools.
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The most hopeful signs with respect to buildings for rural youth today
are the continuation of school district reorganization where it is needed and
reasonable, and the interest in new design for small high schools. The 1955
Year book for Rural. Education 24/ indicated that new buildings in rural commun-
ities should be (1.) planned for community use, (2) designed for multiple use
and flexibility of space, and (3.) built on large sites appropriately located
to facilitate transportation. (Sites should be a minis= of 10 acres for each
high school, plus one acre for each hundred students. But this minimum would
be unacceptable in some states. Wherever reasonable and possible, Engelhardt;
Engelhardt and Leggett, Educational Consultants, recommend &minimum of 30 acres
for a rural high school.)

In 12ejamifomaiSchools, 25/Glendon Nimnicht and Arthur Partridge
have produced the finest publication available for helping planners of rural
high schools avaid the pitfalls of imitation of large schools.

Through the support of Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. and the
agency of the Educational Planning Service of Colorado State College, the authors
have developed suggestions and schema and they show examples of small school
facilities for multiple-classes in various subject- matter areas, and they deal
effectively with design problems for music, shops, gyms, auditoria and other
portions of the school. The importance of this publication is illustrated by
this excerpt.

"Actually the problems in planning a good small high school buildingateuore
complex and difficult than those presented' inplemning alarge school. For
example, a large school can be planned to include a laboratory for physics,
one for chemistry, and one for biology, while the smaller school is limited
to one laboratory and that must serve all of these functions. The same
kind of problem is presented by all subject fields, that is, teaching sta..
tions cannot be as specialized in small schools as they are in larger ones.
While the problems are more complex in small schools, less systematic study
has been given to planning them."26/

In further demonstration of their insight into the small high school prob..
Van, the authors wrote:

"In order to offer advanced courses in science, mathematics and foreign
languages, schools are scheduling different courses under the same teachers
in the same room at the same time. Such combinations actually increase
flexibility of scheduling because students may have more than one oppor
tunity during the day to take a particular course. Thus, instead of having
to choose Art I during the first period only or Crafts III during the fourth
period, students in all high school grades might be able to take art during
any period of the day. The same is true of industrial arts, mechanical
drawing and business education."27/

And they should have added, ". and other courses."

The illustrations provided by Nimnicht and Parttidge make clear concepts
about multiple "use and flexibility of space. The publication is a "must" for
any district contemplating the building of a new small high school.
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What about the remodeling of an existing school? The above-mefttioned book
should be studied before embarking on the remodeling. If the district is lucky
many of the existing walls in its high school building will be nonbearing and
larger spaces might be developed. If the district is typical, the egg crate
school it has may not easily hove space divisions revamped. Frank Anderson,
Director of Colorado's portion of the Western States Small School Project, says
that

. . conventional rooms should be provided with resource shelves and
cabinets; study centers; portable or folding partitions containing chalk..
boards and display boards; and ample electrical outlets for a variety of
projection equipment, tape recorders and individual viewing equipment.
Acoustical surfacing of floors and ceilings provides for necessary sound
control."22/

If facility problems in rural high schools are to be solved it is imper-
ative to have more school district reorganization, more state and federal rt.:-
sistance in financing. There has been some breakthrough on the physical design
for small high schools a breakthrough which should facilitate the program
redesign for secondary education in rural areas. The Nimnicht-Partridge booklet
and the publications of the small school research projects will be of great
assistance to those planning remodeling old buildings or the construction of
new ones.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

The rural high school has long been noted for inadequacy in instructional
materials and equipment. Iwamoto's 29/survey investigated availability and
adequacy of libraries, textbooks, movie projectors, filmstrip or slide projectors,
wall maps, television receivers and secretarial and business machines. It is
striking that most principals in the survey reported availability of all items
except television receivers and they regarded the material and equipment as
"adequate."

The judgmentof the?principals indicates that they are satisfied with too
little, because opportunity to visit a great number of small schools and com-
pare their equipment with that in larger schools would convince most people
that the former are poorly equipped. Furthermore, presence of equipment does
not signify regular use. One of the discoveries in the Catskill Area Project
was that teachers began to use equipment which had long lain unused on closet
shelves. Movies were used more frequently but the instrument resurrected and
used most was the tape recorder.

Not only are most small schools under-equipped when compared to larger
schools, they should have proportionately more equipment. They have greater
need to supplement staff resources with films, tapes, records and other program-
med materials.

The small school should have extensive library materials available and
audio-visual aids, including the newer forms of programmed learning, and all
should be in daily use. The apparent indignity which some state departments
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of education and many educators in small schools attach to correspondence courses
deprives thousands of rural youth of rich learning opportunities. The materials

of the Extension Division of the University of Nebraska are excellent. The

University of Wisconsin is currently redesigning correspondence courses and
several other universities throughout the country, as well as the American School
and the Tntarnatinnni nnrrempnnactneA School; are produciaa valuable materials.

A correspondence course study group of the Catskill Area Project evaluated over
100 courses and made recommendations concerning their use, especially in New

York State. The study group also prepared a booklet advising teachers and stu-

dents how to use supervised correspondence courses.

Professor Frank Cyr has said that the small school of the future will one
day shift its investment of funds as have farmers over the past 40 years. Years

ago a farmer's major cost was in his land and buildings. But now the equipment

outlay for modern farming is staggering and sometimes far exceeds the cost of
land and buildings. But the farm is more productive and so shall be the small
rural high school when it has all the advantages which can reasonably be brought
to it by modern technology. Television from an airplane flying over the Mid-

west is bringing some high quality instruction into the small schools in parts

of Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan and Wisconsin. The best insttuc-

tion which can be filmed, audio-recorded or printed should be available to the

most remote of America's schools.

COUNTY UNIT SYSTEMS

The advantages for efficiency in county unit systems have not eliminated

small high schools in the Southeast and in Nevada. Sparsity is not a function

of administrative organization and many "necessarily-existent" small high schools

are on the scene. However, many other small high schools are operating because

interests such as village pride or maintenance of segregation have opposed a

more appropriate alignment of attendance centers. The South has three major

Problems with respect to rural education. How can educational efficiency achieve

a higher priority than the retention of the dual school system? How can the

total resources for education be increased? How can the programs for youth in

small schools be improved?

It will take extremely creative and courageous administrators and school

boards to cope successfully with school desegregation problems. Most of the

desegregation in the South has been in the cities and towns the pace may be

much slower in rural areas. Some systems have treated all schools alike and

desegregation in rural and urban schools has advanced as one movement. Some

systems have adopted a gradual course of desegregation which starts with child-

ren in the lower grades and goes progressively through the system year by year.

Some have started with a few selected students at the high school level.

Desegregation is pertinent to the improvement of rural education. Not '

only are "separate-but-equal" schools usually not equal, but small schools in

financially deprived areas do not have the resources to compensate for their

size. A consultant to a rural county unit system in the South was tempted to

recommend instruction by an intensive closed circuit television system or suggest
the creation of one huge high school in the center of the county for all youth.
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Although neither recommendation was made there would have been two immediategains - the calibre of instruction could have been improved and opportunityfor all would have been extended. But even if the problems of desegregationwere miraculously solved, the South in many places would have insufficient re-sources to provide significantly higher quality education programs. The fed-eral aid needed for so many years continues to be of primary importance.

Programs for small high schools in the county unit states can be improvedby studying the ideas and adopting some of the practices of the small schoolprojects. But the schools need more than redesign -- they need improved ser-vices from county offices. General supervisors should be allied with specialistsin subject-matter areas, resource and cirriculum centers, central pupil personnelservices, special education services, more itinerant specialists, and centersfor technical and vocational education are needed. Central leadership shouldbe more effective, central services more available to rural youth.

INTERMEDIATE

Although intermediate units are being discussed in more detail in anotherpaper it is appropriate to mention them here because they are one of the keysto improvement of rural high schools. The county unit, though structurallygeared to efficiency, has its board of education somewhat removed from the peoplein the small communities. Relatively closer to the people are the boards of thesmaller autonomous systems common to most states. It is likely that the greatersensitivity of the people to the local systems results in a higher level of finan-cial support and greater educational demands. To compensate for the efficiencyadvantages of county units, many states have developed intermediate units whichare area agencies (often include most of the school districts in a given county,thus, .the executive officer is usually a "county superintendent") between thelocal districts and the state education departments. Local districts are gen-erally not large enough to individually provide a complete educational program.Even with reasonable reorganization an all fronts most schools would be unableto separately provide for handicapped children, technical and vocational edu-cation, data processing services, resource centers for materials developmentand distribution, and curriculum and administrative research. The need forsharing with neighbors intensifies with respect to the small high school, par-ticularly in relation to itinerant teachers and specialists and some centralservices.

Specialized guidance services in rural areas are rare despite the vigorousefforts of the counselor training portion of the National Defense Education Act.The ideal situation for each rural school would place at least one trained coun-selor in each school and supplement him with specialized testing, counseling,psychological and psychiatric services at the intermediate unit level. Theguidance and other specialists would travel to local schools at times and onother occasions students would be transported to the guidance center. The cen-tral guidance center is important. St.tce tt is highly unlikely that most schoolswill have fully trained counselors for some time, the center could conduct in»service education programs so that some of the local teachers could become tea-cher-counselors.



Several intermediate units have developed programs for talented youth.Glyn:. Morris in Lewis County, New York, conducts seminars in which students meetone afternoon per week for special work in.literature, art, music and drama.Twnty-seven schools near the State Universfty in Oneonta, N. Y., send studentsto Slturday morning classes in humanities, math and science. Teachers in theRo Mountain Area Project cooperatively developed a seminar for gifted stuedente irivlaich lectures and dieeeesiens were led by project teachers or visit-ing diesettaries. Students request taped lectures from authorities personallyunavailable to them. All of these group endeavors are enhanced if there is anarea agency especially designed to assist schools to do cooperatively thosethings each cannot do well alone.

The superintendent of the intermediate unit is not only charged with as-sisting the local districts in their cooperative program efforts, he plays animportant role as an intermediary between the state education department andthe local districts. In many instances he serves as a state education depart-
ment official to a given area and has some regulatory duties. But these dutiesare becoming less and less important as the demand for leadership and servicesincreases. That leadership which helps release the leadership potential ofthe local chief administrators is the most appropriate. An over-aggressiveintermediate superintendent will often be seen as a competitor rather than acatalyst in the eyes of local administrators. If he does nothing, he and hisoffice will be subject to ridicule. Effective county and intermediate unitsare absolutely essential to rural high schools if they are to benefit from spe-cialized service personnel, special education centers, technical schools anddata processing and other automated equipment which must serve the rural schoolof the future.

CONCLUSION

In the future rural youth will be served by larger consolidated schoolsand by small schools which are physically patterned after the schools shown inDesigns for SmalllitghSchools.12/ The schools will have every modern convenefence including individual carrels where programmed leosons may be delivered
instantaneously through typewriter consoles, screens and speakers. Studentswill be able to work in simulated environments such as university laboratoriesand research centers, the Library of Congress, atomic energy laboratories.They may be able to play the role of a priest-king in Sumeria and study prob.lems of agricultural productivity, storage of crops, transportation methods,communications and technology, and they can make decisions and see the conse-quences of their decisions with respect to the-economy and culture of the an-cient country. Computerized courses are used by industry to train employees,why should they not be used in rural education?

Some students will travel to central facilities operated by an interme-diate unit for special or technical education. Specialized testing will behandled by the computer and specialized counseling handled by regular staffmembers or by itinerant persons from the ietermediate unit. Schedules of teach-ing-learning activity will be modular and qaite irregalar. Time will becomethe servant of the student, accommodating his need for field trips, and forremedial attention to some subjects. Short and frequent periods of practice
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will be provided in skill subjects and longer periods will allow reflection

and discussion of important concepts, problems and issues with peers and teachers.

The French Student in a remote mountain school may see his "live" teacher only

on Monday mornings (she will be teaching in three or four other schools on the

other days) but he will have synchronized audio and visual practice sessions

with the computer and be able to talk periodically with the teacher by phones.-

either by voice, typewriter, or both.

Teachers in small rural schools will be versatile and be able to assist

students in several subjects, but they will be relieved of some of the infor-

mation-giving tasks which can be handled automatically. They will thus have

time to study individual students and their learning needs. Though the compu-

ter is at a central location the teacher can get inservice education at a

carrel, and she can use the typewriter console to modify a particular computer

program for a perticular student due to react to the program the next day.

Adults will continually use the school for education and retraining.

Is such a rural school likely to be possible in the future? It would be

possible now if Amexica had a more intense commitment to education. But the

revitalization of rural high schools need not await miracles or computers -.

redesign can spread rapidly now if administrators, teachers and citizens delib-

erately work for it. One last reminder. The redesign of rural high schools --

the use of multiple classes, flexible schedules, technological equipment, school

aides, etc. -- should not be used as a defense against needed school district

reorganization. Those who would covet smallness and use this new program to

perpetuate it would do disservice to themselves and their children. The design

is becoming a reality -- it offers refreshing hope for people who have not asked

enough of education. But it is not an answer unto itself it is part of a

total picture of improvement possibilities for rural secondary education.
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